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Why A World of Art? Henry Sayre wrote the first edition of World of ArtÂ  because he wanted to use

a text in his own art appreciation courseÂ that truly represented all artists, not just the Western

canon found at that time in the other texts. He also wanted a text that fostered critical thinking

through looking at, talking about, and questioning works of artÂ for his students. We are proud to

present the new sixth edition of World of Art, which further strengthens these two key aspects of the

text while presentingÂ hot topics like video and time-based media.  Â 
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Please note that the book said that it comes with an Access Code so that you may gain access to

the publisher's site for bonus material. However, it doesn't come with any code. I have tried to get

help from the publisher but they said that they can't help because  is a seller and they asked me to

seek help from . Here is 's reply: "I have checked into the promotional offer on the publisher's

website. While .com is an authorized dealer of "World of Art, A (6th Edition) [Paperback]" we are not

a participating dealer for this particular promotion."

I absolutely adore this book. It has given me a new appreciation and a different point of view for the

various types of art. I have discovered many new interests thanks to my art class and this book.1.

Covers many types and time periods of art.2. Includes inspiring visuals that also aid in

understanding the variety of concepts.3. Describes facts in an easy to understand, enjoyable

manner.4. Easy to read printI would recommend this book, even if you think art is not for you. If you



like to learn, read stories, etc. you just might be surprised. It is one of a few books I kept after

completing the class. :-)

I really like this book, is informative, it helps me in my lectures to visualized the teacher's lessons.

Over all is a great book at a amazing price. I totally recommend it. It's a heavy book but that doesn't

bother me. Is paper back, and the cover is easily damaged, but again, I bought the book used so is

not too bad.

One of the most interesting parts about this book for me was the cover. It was an almost all-blank

white in which you were to design yourself. It had a great drawing/coloring surface and you could

just make the book your own. This was difficult to resell, but I liked the idea for what the book

represented: art.

I actually rented this book here in  for this semester because my school was only selling the newer

version and this was the book my Prof. was asking for. The book arrived in good condition just as

described in the description and I rented it for a decent price.

I bought this for my Central Texas collee class Im taking online. Using this edition was fine for the

class and saved me $$$..which is always good. Buy this edition instead of the newer version and

save a good bit of money along the way.

If you look on the inside cover it will give you a little motivational speech about how art is everything

and you should draw on the cover of the book. Don't. No gallery will buy that and you won't be able

to sell it back to .

I bought this book for my school course, but unlike most school textbooks I found it very fun and

easy to follow, really well laid-out and beautiful enough to leave on the coffee table for non-students

to pick up, thumb through and able to appreciate.
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